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A PC has become center of our all activities today. We cannot imagine life without a computer
system. Not only the major tasks such as banking operations, scientific research, share market
deals and thousands of similar tasks are performed with the help of a computer but small household
works such as paying a bill, contacting a friend, relative are also done with the help of a computer.

Before troubleshooting any PC error or problem we must need to perform a complete PC
diagnostics so that we may know what the root cause of the issue is.

If we roughly try understanding the basic functionalities of a computer (Computer here I usually
referring to windows PC), it can be divided into 3 broad categories.

1.	Hardware related issues such as poor hardware components, any faulty or broken piece of
hardware or nay incompatible hardware component. 

2.	Corrupt Operating System

3.	Low Random access memory (RAM)

4.	Corrupt or incompatible device drivers

5.	Computer viruses and many other malicious programs are also the major causes of a slow PC
issue.

6.	Too many Application programs (All the other software other than operating system fall under this
category) like word processor, database packages like MS access or MS excel etc.

7.	Old and outdated security programs such as an antivirus, antispyware and antimalware programs.

All the above mentioned facts and points usually create a slow PC issue in any system. Make sure
your PC is not suffering from any of the above factor. If you have the proper hardware specification
installed in your PC with sufficient Ram and there is no infection resides in your PC, there are very
less chances that you may encounter a slow PC problem. However apart from this you also need to
performance a regular pc diagnostics on your PC with the help of Windows built in tweaks and tools.
There are number of useful features, tools and tweaks available in your Windows that are certainly
capable to optimize your PC to a maximum speed and performance within the available system
resources.

It is also very important which among aforementioned parts affect the most in a computerâ€™s
functionality or which part affects badly owing of that a normal PC becomes Slow, poor in
performance or does not properly and why do we need a computer cleaner. The most affected part
in any computer machine is an Operating System. It is the part which gets affected the most and if
this does not work properly we cannot serve our main purpose that is we cannot use any application
software at all.

IF everything seems to be OK at your end (i.e. nothing wrong as mentioned above) you may
consider reinstalling your Windows. You can also get a live technical support directly from a
Microsoft certified professional.
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Hennary Joe - About Author:
PC Doctor is a great PC utility which is capable to scan, detect anda  fix errorsyour PC very
effectively and instantly. PC doctor has been designed in such a way that it safely scans and a  fix
PC errors
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